Abstract-Compound document images contain graphic or textual content along with pictures. They are a very common form of documents, found in magazines, brochures, web sites, etc. We focus our attention on the mixed raster content (MRC) multilayer approach for compound image compression. We study block thresholding as a mean to segment an image for MRC. An attempt is made to optimize the block threshold in a rate-distortion sense. Also, a fast algorithm is presented to approximate the optimized method. Extensive results are presented including rate-distortion curves, segmentation masks and reconstructed images, showing the performance of the proposed algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
OCUMENTS are now present in a wide spectrum of printing systems. From offset printers to home desktop computers, documents in digital form are common place and are frequently available as bitmaps. Compound documents are assumed here as images which contain a mix of textual, graphical, or pictorial contents. A single compression algorithm that simultaneously meets the requirements for both text and image compression has been elusive. As a rule, compression algorithms are developed with a particular image type, characteristic, and application in mind and no single algorithm is best across all image types or applications. When compressing text, it is important to preserve the edges and shapes of characters accurately to facilitate reading. The human visual system, however, works differently for typical continuous-tone images, better masking high frequency errors. Roughly speaking, text requires few bits per pixel but many pixels per inch, while pictures require many bits per pixels but fewer pixels per inch. Document compression is frequently linked to facsimile systems, in which large document bitmaps are compressed before transmission over telephone lines. There is now a focus on new standards to provide color facsimile services over the telephone network and the Internet [1] .
When it comes to compound documents different compression algorithms may be applied to each of the regions of the document. This can be accomplished by segmenting the regions or by generating multiple image layers. The multilayer model will be the focus of this paper.
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In Section II, we briefly review recent work on compound document compression. The mixed raster content (MRC) imaging model will be explained along with its segmentation framework. In Section III, we introduce methods to search for rate-distortion-efficient block segmentation through block thresholding. In Section IV, we present a method to approximate the performance of the algorithms in Section III with lower computation. Experimental results are presented in Section V, and conclusions of this work are presented in Section VI.
II. MIXED RASTER CONTENT FOR DOCUMENT COMPRESSION
A. Document Compression Overview
Image compression has been very intensively studied and we cannot possibly reference adequately all the most noteworthy algorithms. However, in terms of international standards, the notable algorithms for binary image compression are MH1 [2] , MMR2 [3] , JBIG [4] and the forthcoming JBIG-2 [5] . Multilevel compression algorithm standards are JPEG [6] and the forthcoming JPEG-2000 [7] . We assume that JPEG is the standard image compression tool while current JPEG 2000 verification model (VM) [8] is the state-of-the-art in image compression, when it comes to pictorial contents. Apart from standards, halftones can be compressed with token-based techniques by descreening the halftone and encoding new halftone patterns as objects [9] , [10] . Other algorithms do exist which can handle graphic bitmaps well [11] and also algorithms that perform well (not optimally) for both text/graphics and pictures using nonlinear filter banks [12] . Once a region is identified it can be encoded with the proper algorithm. For region identification, segmentation algorithms may be employed. Examples are the work in [13] and the algorithms used in Digipaper [14] and DjVu [15] , [16] , which are already in commercial applications. Multiresolution segmentation was applied successfully in [17] for document compression, while [18] does the same using an approximate block-based object location. Multiscale clustering methods are also effective for segmentation [19] . We will present yet another segmentation algorithm based on block-thresholding in which the thresholds are found to be efficient in a rate-distortion sense.
B. Mixed Raster Content Model
The mixed raster content (MRC) imaging model [1] , [20] , [21] , enables a multilayer multiresolution representation of a compound document, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The basic threelayer MRC model represents a color image as two color-image layers [foreground (FG), background (BG), and a binary layer (mask)]. The mask layer describes how to reconstruct the final Fig. 1 . Illustration of MRC imaging model. The basic three-layer model can be extended by using a sequence of mask+FG pairs. Less than three layers can be used by using default colors for mask and/or foreground layers.
image from the FG/BG layers, i.e. to use the corresponding pixel from the FG or BG layers when the mask pixel is 1 or 0, respectively, in that position. Thus, the FG layer is essentially poured through the mask plane onto the BG layer. In effect, the imaging model allows for one, two, three or more layers (see Fig. 1 ). For example, a page consisting of a picture could use the background layer only. A page containing black-and-white text could use the mask layer, with the foreground and background layers defaulted to black and to white.
Once the original single-resolution image is decomposed into layers, each layer can be processed and compressed using different algorithms. The image processing operations can include a resolution change or color mapping. Layers may contain different dimensions and have offsets associated with them. If a plane contains only a small object, the effective plane can be made of a bounding box around the object. The reduced image plane is then imaged onto the larger reference plane, starting from the given offset (top, left) with given size (width, height). This avoids representing large blank areas and improves compression. The compression algorithm and resolution used for a given layer would be matched to the layer's content. The compressed layers are then packaged in a format, such as TIFF-FX [22] or as an ITU-T MRC [20] data stream for delivery to the decoder. At the decoder, each plane is retrieved, decompressed, processed (which might include scaling) and the final image is recomposed using the MRC imaging model.
MRC was originally approved for use in Group 3 color fax and is described in ITU-T Recommendation T.44. For the storage, archiving and general interchange of MRC-encoded image data, the TIFF-FX file format has been proposed [22] . TIFF-FX (TIFF for Fax eXtended) represents the coded data generated by the suite of ITU recommendations for facsimile, including single-compression methods MH, MR, MMR, JBIG, and JPEG, as well as MRC. As IETF RFC 2301, TIFF-FX is a Proposed Internet Standard, currently undergoing interoperability testing. MRC has also been proposed as an architectural framework for JPEG 2000. MRC has been used in products such as DigiPaper and DjVu, whose owners built special segmenters for them, and also for check compression [23] . An analysis of the goals of the segmentation algorithm along with a better description of MRC can be found in [21] .
C. Redundancy and Data Filling
In MRC, multiple planes represent a single image. As a result the amount of data to be encoded is multiplied. The reason for that is to allow the use of stock compressors without modifying them. Nevertheless, it comes for a price. In each layer there is redundant data, i.e., each layer (FG or BG) may contain "unused" pixels, as the pixels in that position will be selected from the other layer. Those unused pixels can be replaced by any color in order to enhance compression, since they do not affect reconstruction. This is the function of the data-filling processors illustrated in Fig. 2 for the case of a three-layer MRC approach. Note that, given the filling algorithm, from Fig. 2 one can see that the segmenter function is to find a binary mask for a given input, from which the data-filling processors can derive the output layers based on the input image.
In this paper, we are interested in block based compression of FG and BG planes. Since blocks are compressed virtually independently, it is only necessary to explain the data filling for a single block. In general, the method can be used to fill larger blocks or perhaps the whole image. If the mask for a particular block has a mix of 1s and 0s, it means that part of the block will be reproduced from the FG layer and part from the BG layer. The processor inspects the binary mask and labels the input gray-level pixels as either useful (U) or "don't care" (X). An example is shown in Fig. 3 . At this point, the mask block is ignored and the filling processor acts on the input gray level block based on the pixel labels. The X-marked pixels can be replaced by anything else since they are not going to be used for decompression. The filling algorithm we used in this paper works as follows.
• If there are 64 X-marked pixels, the block is unused and we output a flat block whose pixels have the average of the previous input block (because of JPEG's DC DPCM [6] ).
• If there are no X-marked pixels, the input block is output untouched. • If there is a mix of U-and X-marked pixels, we follow a multipass algorithm: in each pass, pixels marked "X" who have at least one U-marked horizontal or vertical neighbor is replaced by the average of those neighbors and marked "U" for the next pass. The process is continued until there are no X-marked pixels left in the block. The aim of the algorithm is to replace the unused parts of a block with data that will produce a smooth block based on the existing data conveyed by the U-marked pixels. Other methods may be used as well with the same goal, however, this simple method has been shown to give reasonable results for JPEGcoded planes.
D. Notation, Restrictions, and Problem Statement
The image is segmented generating the mask . The data filling processors generate the image layers and . The FG/BG planes are processed, compressed and combined into a single stream of bits which is transmitted to a receiver. The length of this stream is the rate achieved by the coder. At the receiver, the streamed image data is then parsed and the FG/BG layers are decompressed into and , while the mask layer is supposed to be lossless encoded. The image is then recomposed as (1) The distortion incurred by the compression is (2) In the case of block-based segmentation for block-based compression, the image is for simplicity divided into blocks of pixels. For the th 8 8 input pixel block , the segmenter generates a binary mask block with the same dimensions. The data-filling processor generates the layer blocks and . The FG/BG blocks are compressed and decompressed as and , from which the block can be reconstructed as (3) The distortion for this block is (4) In this paper, the rate achieved for the block is not computed but estimated as (5) where , and are the estimated rates for compressing , and , respectively. The reason for estimating as opposed to computing the actual rates is twofold. First, for the mask layer block, it is very difficult (if not impossible) to accurately determine the amount of bits a single block will generate. Binary coders generally rely on run-lengths, or line-by-line differential positions, or even object properties. Hence, the contribution of a single block to the overall rate is not direct. In this paper, to circumvent this apparent deadlock, we estimate the mask rate by counting the number of horizontal transitions, to which we apply a fixed average penalty (e.g., 7 bits per transition). So, for a block with transitions penalty (6) Second, even though and can be precisely computed for coders such as JPEG, it is conceivable that all the compressed data may be further subject to entropy coders, which can significantly change the overall rate in high compression cases. In this paper's experiments, the compressed layer files are collected using the Unix programs tar and gzip. Thus, the bit-stream is subject to Lempel-Ziv compression. Even though , the rate is only approximated, i.e. . The reason to use MRC for compression of compound images is because it is a standard. As a standard it is intended to employ standard compressors as well. JPEG 2000 [7] , [8] has not yet been finalized. JPEG [6] is the current standard for lossy compression of continuous-tone material and we apply JPEG to compress nonbinary planes. For simplicity, we decided to use MMR [3] to compress the binary plane, although any other binary coder may be applied. The reason for chosing MMR is simply because our local block rate estimator better approximates the rate produced by MMR than the rate produced by either JBIG [4] or JBIG2 [5] . Because of the large number of variables involved, we want to keep the MRC model as simple as possible. Thus, we apply a combination of JPEG+MMR+JPEG to compress the FG, mask, and BG blocks (planes), respectively. The extension of the concept to more than 3 planes is feasible.
However, complexity will increase exponentially and we will leave such an extension to another opportunity. A further restriction is to preclude the scaling of the layers so that each 8 8 input block generates equally sized layer blocks.
As we discussed, the mask and input blocks define the other layers (for a fixed filling algorithms and without spatial scaling). Our goal is to find the best mapping to which will optimize compression in a rate-distortion (RD) sense. We start by breaking the problem (image) into blocks and finding the best mapping to . Then, for each input block, there are possible mask blocks. In order to simplify the search algorithm we also impose restrictions on the quantizer table [6] used to JPEG compress each block. Not only we use the same quantizer table for both FG and BG planes, but we also use a scaled version of JPEG's default table as . This simplification allows us to control rate and distortion as a function of a single variable as opposed to 128 of them. Optimization of tables is possible but would be largely expensive and shadow the segmentation process. In reality, in an efficient implementation, one might scale one or both of the FG/BG planes and use different . We avoided this scenario intentionally to simplify our analysis. Despite all the simplifications and limitations of the proposed approach we will show that one can still achieve excellent compression performance.
III. OPTIMIZED BLOCK THRESHOLDING
For a given image , using a particular coding quantizer , and will depend on , and on the mask . The mask is found separately, so far, through segmentation methods that are independent from the given compression schemes. Here, we want to optimize the segmentation in an RD sense and, therefore, it is assumed a quantizer for the design phase, and an operating point to control the RD tradeoff. Hence, is a function of , and .
A. Thresholding
As the FG/BG planes will be encoded by blocks, we want to find each block mask . The simplest model for a compound image is based on the histogram of the block pixels. Pictorial, background and text-edge areas should have histograms which are dense, flat, and bimodal, respectively. One simple approach is to find the bimodal blocks and to cluster the pixels around each of its modes. Whatever method is used to perform clustering or test bimodality, the pixels will be divided by some sort of threshold. In block thresholding the mask is found as (7) where is the block's threshold and is the discrete step function (equals 1 for and 0 otherwise). In effect, pixels below the threshold are placed in the BG layer. Since there are 64 pixels in a block, there are at most 64 different meaningful threshold values, whereby setting to be less than the darkest pixel forces the mask block to be uniform, i.e. all samples imaged from one of the layers 1 . To verify its RD performance, we cannot search all 2 segmentations and compute each pair. Because of that, we experimented on 4 4 blocks. To perform this experiment, the input block was reduced to a one, but all the layer blocks were interpolated (replicated) into blocks before computing an RD point. Thus, there are only 2 possible segmentation masks. Sample results are shown in Fig. 4 where we plot all RD points for each given input block. We, then, marked the RD points in Fig. 4 which correspond to thresholding the reduced block. It is easily seen that the mask obtained using thresholding yields among the best RD points. Although we just have shown two examples, tens of blocks were tested showing very similar results. If the results would hold for blocks of pixels (without reducing them), then there is a simpler way to find RD-efficient mask blocks.
B. Finding the "Best" Threshold with All the Rest Fixed
The quest is to find the best threshold value in an RD sense, from which one finds the mask using (7). In a block there are 64 pixels and therefore only up to 64 threshold values need to be tested. If we sort the block pixels into a sequence , for each , we evaluate (8) where the index denotes measurements for the th threshold tested. We recall that was defined as a control parameter and is used here as a Lagrange multiplier, and that the computation of and assumed a particular . Both and are fixed for all image blocks. This is so, because it is well known that, for optimality, blocks should operate at the same slope on their RD curves [24] , and because baseline JPEG does not allow for changing quantizer tables within an image. We test all in a block and select the index for the minimum . Then, is found using (7) for . Two examples are shown in Fig. 5 , where it is shown: the input block, RD points, the RD point for minimum , the RD point for a uniform mask (no segmentation), the line with slope which defines the best point, and the resulting mask block. One example is a two-tone block wherein segmentation is clearly advantageous and obvious. The other example is extracted from a picture. Note that a change in the operating point (slope of the line) may result in completely different segmentation.
C. Overall Optimization: Finding the Block Slope
In the previous section, we optimized the sequence , block by block, for fixed external variables and . We want now to optimize these variables. As we discussed, in order to compute and , we have to decide upon . It is reasonable to assume for a good RD estimation. In any case, and are functions of both and , i.e. and . Given a budget (or ), the goal is to minimize or (9) or, equivalently, we are interested in the lower convex hull (LCH) for a bounded RD region. The search of the two-dimensioanl (2-D) space can be very expensive. However, there are simplifying circumstances which may reduce the search. We make the very reasonable assumptions that and are monotonic increasing functions of both and . The higher is, the less importance has in (8) . Hence, the search will try to increase rate to reduce distortion which has larger weight. The higher , the coarser the quantization, thus the image incurs more distortion and is more easily compressed (reducing rate). We make yet another assumption. Let us start from an operational point . If we vary either or , which variation would cause a larger RD tradeoff? We assume that does. The quantizer affects the RD tradeoff directly. By changing , with fixed, the rate is changed only by making the mask layer more or less active, which has only a modest impact on . As increases, we noted that more portions of pictures yielded nonuniform mask blocks as shown in the examples in Fig. 6 for varying and . In other words,
where and are the minimum changes in and in order to produce a change in the RD point.
These assumptions imply that the mapping of the plane into the plane only warps the image into the range and the topology is maintained. The mapping is illustrated in Fig. 7 , where the rectangular grid bounded by extreme values of and in Fig. 7(a) is mapped (distorted and stretched) into the irregular grid in Fig. 7(b) with the same topology (mapped lines do not cross). Thus, at most two of the boundary lines of the image in are directly mapped to the LCH in the RD plane. However, has a limited effect on the RD point, while dominates the RD tradeoff. As , diverges and approaches its minimum (conceptually 0), regardless of . As , and diverges, again, regardless of . Positive values of and , as illustrated in Fig. 7(c) are then mapped to a region as in Fig. 7(d) . Thus, one of the axes is mapped to the LCH. Let . Then, (10) is illustrated in Fig. 7(e) . To confirm our speculations, tests were ran for different compound images for different rates and we verified the relations that we hypothesized [monotonicity and (10)]. In Fig. 8 it is shown RD curves by varying and by varying (minimum, intermediary, and maximum values). Circles mark the points where . The implications of this result are that if we start from point in Fig. 7(f) , where the solid curves are those obtained by varying while the dashed lines are obtained by varying , it is easy to see that one will "hit" the LCH by moving leftward from point until getting to point , i.e., the axis is mapped the LCH. In other words, one operates at the LCH if ! This unusual result translates in minimizing all without regard to , in order to minimize for some or, equivalently, in order to minimize for some .
Hence, one can simplify the search and obtain an efficient operating point as follows.
Algorithm I 1) Select
. 2) For every block, input and find which minimizes .
3) Obtain mask for each block using (7). 4) With resulting mask layer in hand, compress FG/BG layers using quantizer . 5) Verify overall rate (or ). 6) If (or ) is not within parameters, adjust and go to step 2.
D. Practical Optimization: Finding the "Design" Quantizer
Due to practical reasons which we will discuss later, the otherwise logical concept of making does not work very well for low rates. Large yields poor segmentation which somehow compromises the performance for moderate to high compression ratios. Note the erratic behavior of curves in Fig. 8 for lower rates. For that reason we modify the algorithm to use a relatively small fixed value for segmentation and an adjustable for changing overall and . Algorithm II 1) Select . 2) For every block, input and find which minimizes .
3) Obtain mask for each block using (7). 4) With resulting mask layer in hand, compress FG/BG layers using scaling factor . 5) Verify overall rate (or ). 6) If (or ) is not within parameters, adjust and go to step 4.
PSNR plots are shown in Fig. 9 for the image "compound1" from JPEG 2000's test set. 2 We compare the two algorithms in the MRC context. The solid curve represents the points obtained with Algorithm I for different . The dashed curves correspond to the Algorithm II wherein is the same as for the first algorithm's RD curve. Note the poor performance of Algorithm I for lower bit rates which is only able to catch up with second algorithm's performance for high bit-rates. Eventually, Algorithm I becomes better than II, but only marginally. This effect is caused by the algorithm's inherent imprecision. Also, for high enough bit rates (low enough ), the RD curves are virtually identical regardless of . This result was consistent with tests performed on other compound images. Thus, we conclude that Algorithm II is a more robust substitute for Algorithm I and any small enough should provide a "good-enough" performance. Summarizing, the preferred Algorithm (II) is the one where:
, is small (e.g., ), and if necessary, rate is adjusted by changing . The search in 2-D space is avoided, i.e. the mask layer can be generated with only one point in the plane. Hence, a single RD-efficient segmentation algorithm can be made to approach or meet the LCH virtually independent of the RD slope, i.e., independent of the actual RD targets.
Let denote the complexity (in terms of operations) of JPEG compressing a block. It takes about 3 to test one threshold. If, in average, thresholds need to be tested per block, the segmenter complexity per block for Algorithm II is:
. For predominantly binary images is very 2 The set of images tested in this paper is shown in Fig. 11 . small (minimum 2) while for pictures it can be up to 64, i.e., .
E. On Block Rate Estimation for High Compression
The optimization using a common is not very accurate for low rates due to several reasons of practical nature. Most of them are tied to the imprecision in estimating the block rates. The dc term in JPEG is encoded as a function of the dc of the previous block. That forced us to use a slightly greedy approach in which we decide the threshold for a block without looking at implications it may cause to the next block. In this sense, results are not globally optimal. The same reason (interblock dependency) affects largely which is the largest inaccuracy of the algorithm, as we discussed. By looking at a single block we cannot compute how many bits are to be spent to encode it. Our simple estimate is better correlated with the one-dimensional (1-D) MH algorithm, [2] although still imprecise. Also, the entropy coder used for the already compressed stream in largely inefective for high rates (redundancy has already been removed). As compression increases (rate decreases), compressed JPEG blocks become more repetitive and the entropy coder affects more the overall rate, making the block rate estimates less precise. As rate decreases, the mask layer, whose compressed size does not change, becomes relatively more important within the compressed file. Therefore, inacuracies in estimating have larger effect for low . All those facts, among others, compound to limit the effectiveness of Algorithm I for low bit rates.
IV. FASTER APPROXIMATION
The goal of this section is to present a faster and efficient technique to obtain . The largest complexity in the RD-optimized points comes from pre-processing and simulating compression of the FG/BG layer blocks in order to compute an estimation of the overall RD point. We want to avoid those computations as well as the block-filling operation. As we discussed, segmentation of bimodal blocks is essentially a method of finding a suitable threshold that would divide the block into two nearly-uniform regions. We can modify our cost function to reflect this property. We also want to add a penalty for mask transitions. For nonbimodal blocks, the cost should be lower for uniform masks than for nonuniform ones. Once the block is thresholded into two sets, measures of variance or entropy should be good estimators of how similar the set members are. We have chosen to use the variance measure not only because the variance is simpler to compute than the entropy, but it also serves as a good rate estimator. Intuitively, if a block has low variance, it should be compressed well with a small distortion.
For each block, we sort its pixels in just like in the RD case. However we seek to minimize the following cost function: (11) where are weighting factors, and are the variances of pixels in the BG and FG layer blocks.
is the number of horizontal transitions of the mask block (the first column of the block uses as reference the last column of the previous mask block, just like in the RD-optimized search case). For a given threshold, a mask block is obtained and we define two sets (12) We define and as the number of pixels in the set and , respectively, where obviously . Then, variances are computed as (13) which can be efficiently implemented. Since thresholds are sorted, as we increment , we will be effectively moving pixels from the set to the set . Thus, part of the computation does not change in each step. First we set the mask to be all zeros effectively placing the whole block in the background, which is equivalent to set to be the smallest of . Then, we set and initialize the following variables:
We then compute where, if or are 0, the corresponding variance is set to 0. Next, we compute (11). As we increase the threshold to the next pixel in the sorted list, we increment , and the mask changes so that we need to recompute . Some pixels that form a set are then moved from to . Hence, we have to compute and . Then, we update our variables as and recompute , and . We repeat the process until is empty. We test all 65 possibilities, i.e. from empty to empty in order to make the algorithm symmetric. We select for and we compute the final mask using (7).
The overall computation (in terms of operations) is much more reasonable than the RD-optimized counterpart. The overall processing has a computational complexity not superior to simply compressing the block with JPEG once, i.e., . As for the weights, without loss of generality we can normalize one of them (e.g.,
). The choice of weights is empirical, however there are some few guidelines that we can use for our advantage. We want to place the complex graphics and pictures in one of the planes and that can be done with . Also, variances are much larger numbers than the number of transitions (given that pixels range from 0 to let us say 255). Thus, should be a very large number. In our experiments, the values of and were efficient for segmentation of images containing sharp contrasting black-on-white text. Some masks are shown in Fig. 10 for the cases where , and , and the case and . Although all cases segment well the text, the placement of picture blocks differs. It might be advantageous for other reasons to use , in order to place the picture along with the background, and we recommend those values.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We now compare segmentation methods within our MRC framework using the images shown in Fig. 11 . The images range from purely graphics (graphics) to purely pictorial (baby), with two other mixed images with graphics (compound1) and pictorial (wine) dominance. Clearly, the more graphics the higher is MRC's advantage over a single coder such as JPEG. For an image such as "baby," our MRC approach has the disadvantage of encoding the overhead of two planes and is expected to be outperformed by JPEG. We compared the following segmenters:
1)
, ; 2) its variance-based approximation; 3) segmenter from [17] ; 4) segmenter from [15] .
We also compared the single-layer coders JPEG and JPEG 2000. For the MRC approach, we computed RD curves by varying , which are shown in Fig. 12 . The distortion measure chosen was PSNR and the plots present results in differential PSNR compared to JPEG, i.e., how many decibels improvement would there be if we replace JPEG by the respective coder (MRC or JPEG 2000).
The PSNR difference against JPEG is extremely large for the graphics case since MRC quickly approaches the lossless state. The image compound1 is one of the best representatives of the target compound images. In this case, the PSNR difference is a staggering 12 dB over JPEG and several decibels over JPEG 2000. The performance of the variance-based method is very close to that of the RD-based one, except for pictorial images. As the image becomes purely pictorial, the losses are about or below 1 dB for the RD-based segmentation compared to JPEG. We consider this small loss a very positive sign: even if by mistake a pictorial image is to be segmented, smart segmentation can minimize losses.
The other segmenters tested do not employ block-thresholding as we do. The one from [17] is RD optimized for a blockwise multilevel mask which was adapted by the authors for our MRC approach, by thresholding blocks in the bimodal class. It slightly outperforms our RD-optimized approach for low bit-rates for image compound1, while being outperformed everywhere else. That result is a combination of their efficient bimodal classification with our deficient segmentation for low bit-rates. The multiresolution clustering segmenter from [15] was designed for high resolution images and is not very precise in identifying small text. Since it is intended for internet-based, very-high-compression applications, this is commonly satisfactory, but unfortunately yields modest PSNR performance for our small test images within our MRC approach. Both segmentation approaches serve to illustrate the potential gains one can obtain by optimizing the segmenter, as we propose, for a given MRC setup, instead of using a generic segmentation.
Apart from MRC approaches, JPEG 2000 serves as an upper bound in single-layer performance. It is unfair, though, to compare our approach with JPEG 2000. One can also apply JPEG 2000 and JBIG2 coders to the MRC layers (as DjVu so succesfully does with similar technologies: IW44 and JB2 [15] ) instead of simpler and cheaper technologies such as JPEG and MMR, which we used for tests.
A sample of reconstructed images for comparison are shown in Fig. 13 . The superior quality of the MRC-coded image over the JPEG-coded one is easily noticeable in both pictorial and text areas.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Optimized block thresholding seems to be an effective way to segment a compound document image for compression. Because of the different curve slopes and of the practical estimation problems at low bit-rates, block rate minimization along with high-quality quantization seem to be the basis for a robust threshold-based segmentation method. The proposed segmentation method is RD-optimized in the sense of leading to points approaching or meeting the LCH, given all constraints, but is robust enough to be virtually independent of the RD slope and of the RD targets, which are basically set after segmentation, during the compression stage. Therefore, the segmenter can be applied to an image independent of the layer compression settings, which simplifies implementation. The variance method is a fast alternative, which can be used as an example where the RD-optimized method can guide the tuning of other segmenter's parameters.
Overall, the tradeoff is reasonable: there can be improvement in the order of tens of decibels in graphics case, while only a small loss in the pictorial case. This is a result of the optimization algorithm. Furthermore, it was shown a sizable improvement of the proposed methods over other MRC-centric segmenters.
Further efforts will be concentrated on better methods to estimate the rate achieved by compressing the layers and on allowing more flexibility to the framework (e.g., layer scaling, different quantizers, different coders, etc.). Another research direction is to expand optimized thresholding for nonblock-based frameworks in order to accommodate coders such as JPEG 2000.
